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1. INTRODUCTION

We have developed a model for improved database selection that offers the
user a key role in the discovery process. The model is based on the recognition
that queries can vary extensively and that techniques that treat all queries
the same are bound to compromise overall performance. The experiments and
evaluation described in this article focus exclusively on the resulting research
system. A production implementation based upon our research and user accep-
tance of the production system are discussed later in this work. The foundation
of our system is the WIN search engine1 [Thompson et al. 1995; Turtle 1991,
1994], a close relative to the INQUERY engine developed at the Center for In-
telligent Information Retrieval at the University of Massachusetts [Allan et al.
1997; Broglio et al. 1993]. The performance of our system has led us to ques-
tion some of the underlying assumptions behind what are currently viewed
as state-of-the-art database selection techniques.2 Many of these techniques
require extensive knowledge of the term and concept distribution in available
collections either directly or through preliminary query-based sampling [Powell
et al. 2000; Xu and Callan 1998; Callan et al. 1995; Callan and Connell 2001].
Some of these techniques suggest that a reorganization of large amounts of
data, either by clustering or by topical organization, may improve overall re-
trieval performance [Xu and Croft 1999; Larkey et al. 2000]. In massive online
data environments where the stream of incoming data or the requirements for
updates can be daunting, such techniques may be rendered inapplicable be-
cause of the additional computational resources they require. Current research
is also inclined to assume that a user’s initial query, which may be a source
selection query, also represents the user’s final information request. We have
found that this is not always the case.

Researchers have variously described this field as source selection, database
selection, and collection selection, as well as server selection, depending on their
focus. Source selection tends to remain quite broad, often with a bias towards
publication source, whereas collection selection is more specific (as in a collec-
tion of textual documents). In our case, use of “database” can be misleading as
it is not uncommon for a document from one of our original physical databases
to be a member of two or more collections. Thus the assumption that the textual
materials our collections contain are mutually exclusive does not hold. In the
environment in which we operate, there may exist a CONTAINED-IN relation-
ship between a specific collection and a larger more comprehensive collection,
for instance, a database on health and medical case law for a particular state
versus one on health and medical case law for all states. To remain reason-
ably coherent in this article, and aligned with the central thrust of this body
of work, we use database selection and collection selection interchangeably as
our primary research descriptors.

For effective database selection, it may be safe to assume that for general
users optimization is warranted and that searching only the top-ranked collec-
tions is adequate in order to retrieve the largest sets of relevant documents. Yet

1WIN stands for Westlaw Is Natural.
2In this article, we use collection to refer to a database of textual documents.
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in environments where the user-base tends to be composed of professionals who
require “on point” documents in response to their queries, such compromises
in recall may be unacceptable. Assumptions about data accessibility, costs to
index and search collection representations, and document merging may be
warranted for certain applications, yet for users from specific domains such as
law or medicine, the associated shortcuts may be problematic.

In the majority of user sessions, legal researchers are searching for informa-
tion from a known familiar source. As the practice of law has evolved over re-
cent years, however, researchers are increasingly turning to extralegal sources
to supplement their legal research. Information vendors such as West Group
and Lexis-Nexis have supplied this demand with more business, medical, and
scientific information. Yet as these information domains move away from the
traditional domain of the legal researcher, information providers need to offer
additional assistance in choosing the appropriate sources. Moreover, in domains
where users are specialized professionals and therefore routinely more selec-
tive about their search results, such as in law or medicine, the low precision and
recall sometimes associated with large-scale searches on the Web are generally
unacceptable.

In mid-2000, analysis showed that there were in excess of two billion unique,
publicly accessible “pages” on the Web, with an average of between 10 and 15 KB
per page [Murray and Moore 2000; Heydon and Najork 1999]. With a rate of
growth of over seven million new pages added per day, the Web was on track to
double by mid-2001 [Murray and Moore 2000]. These figures indicate that in
2001 there were in the range of 40 to 60 terabytes of indexable text on the Web.
West Group’s alliance with Dialog puts their combined repositories at over 20
terabytes of data, corresponding to tens of thousands of databases. The majority
of these new databases come from news and nonlegal domains, in contrast with
West’s historically legal focus. Although computational resources permit com-
prehensive searches against global indexes—thus in principle allowing users
to be the final filter—the scope of the problem exacts a nontrivial cost. Recent
experiments have focused on hundreds of collections, yet production environ-
ments provide over ten thousand collections, at times with an order of a million
documents in each. Given that professional users generally demand more con-
trol of their search results and at the same time submit queries with drastically
varying granularity, it may make sense to include user—system interaction ear-
lier in the search process than during the final evaluation of returned search
results.

To facilitate the information discovery process, we are developing a set of
database selection tools. Some of them rely on collection metadata; others de-
pend on language models based on the collections and document components
[Conrad and Dabney 2001]. This toolkit approach is consistent with our view
that one-size-fits-all methods will ultimately be ineffective for many types of
queries. With hundreds of thousands of professional users requiring online
access to tens of thousands of collections, it makes sense to examine the man-
agement of user database selection needs in a way that treats easily catego-
rizable queries in a straightforward, less computationally expensive manner.
In this article, we describe a database selection tool that leverages collection
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representations composed largely of metadata to address this selection
problem.3

Another significant aspect of the model involves the contribution of users.
The retrieval community has repeatedly called for an increased role for users in
IR systems that are more effective than either computer-centric or user-centric
approaches alone [Saracevic 1997; Fidel and Crandall 1998]. User-centric
groups as a whole have increased their focus on personalized and customized
presentation of information access options4 [Kramer et al. 2000; Belkin 2000].
Recent developments in distributed IR, however, appear to have involved the
user only in the formulation of the original query. To improve the performance
of the search, our approach invites user collaboration in query formulation and
query categorization. The underlying assumption of the model is that legal re-
searchers will be quite capable of categorizing their information need into one
of 8 to 10 high-level classes of queries. Users have subsequently found this
approach extremely useful.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related
work in database selection and contrasts our work with the core focus of such re-
search. Section 3 describes our experimental methodology, including validation
procedures. It also describes the substantial analysis of real user queries that
forms the foundation of all subsequent investigation. Section 4 briefly addresses
our collection ranking algorithms and how they are distinguished from related
approaches. Section 5 discusses our experiments and how we evaluated our ap-
proach in comparison with existing methods. Section 6 examines this technique
in the context of complete user information-seeking sessions. Our conclusions
and description of future work are presented in Sections 7 and 8. Appendix A
contains the instructions for the participants in our query category determina-
tion task. Appendix B contains a set of key legal research and practice areas
leveraged in this work. Lastly, in Appendix C, we present a real user—system
interactive database selection session, with associated prototype screens.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

Given the work of Callan, Gravano, French, and others, aspects of distributed
search have been divided into as many as six core activities: collection identi-
fication and/or representation, query translation, collection ranking, collection
selection, searching the chosen collections, and merging the results into a uni-
form set. In some cases, some of these activities may be reasonably clear-cut
(e.g., natural language query processing); in others, they are not (e.g., collec-
tion representation). Their approaches to these issues have made consider-
able performance gains in terms of autonomous systems with no user interac-
tion [Callan et al. 1995; Gravano et al. 1994; French et al. 1999; Powell et al.
2000]. These experiments leverage a considerable amount from fully automated

3In another work, we describe an approach that relies on production-caliber collection-based lan-
guage models [Conrad et al. 2002].
4We take personalization to mean those added features based on information users have provided
implicitly, and customization to mean those features based on information users have provided
explicitly [Stellin 2000].
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approaches, those that include database selection as well as document retrieval
and merging. By contrast, our work more closely resembles that of Hawking and
Thistlewaite [1999] as we are optimizing the selection of distributed collections
(servers in their case). Yet the majority of these works also acknowledge an
untapped role for user interaction in the selection process.

Gauch et al. discuss a training-based method to automatically map queries
to query categories in a metasearch engine assignment context [Gauch et al.
1996; Fan and Gauch 1999]. This method employs a multiple agent architecture
to categorize and broker user queries to a variety of remote search engines. The
ProFusion system also tries to learn and continuously update confidence factors
for improved result sets. The authors select a high-level taxonomy similar to
Yahoo! with 14 categories. The experiments they conduct are limited and thus
permit only qualitative interpretations of system performance.

Using an approach that represents a hybrid between automated techniques
and user participation models, Wang et al. [2000] have proposed using a two-
tiered Yahoo!-like concept hierarchy into which databases would be assigned
based on the similarity of terms automatically generated from the Yahoo! hi-
erarchy and those in a database’s centroid. A potential problem with this ap-
proach, however, is that each database assigned to a lower-level category is
automatically assigned to the top-level category, thus permitting a merging of
specific and general category assignments. Wu et al. [2001] have more recently
proposed a MetaSearch Engine that they claim is scalable in terms of both com-
putations and storage. Their technique characterizes database terms primarily
by max tf statistics and only retains these statistics for enough databases to
satisfy users’ preferences (e.g., 20). The system is tuned to very short queries
so as to be able to deemphasize the role of idf statistics. This approach would
be more reliable were collections on the Web more static, but as collection sizes
and vocabularies frequently change, the robustness of this technique and its
optimizations remain an open research topic.

Other approaches have asked users to provide metadata concepts or applied
thesauri with semantic links to a query, either before or after examining highly
ranked source documents [Chakravarthy and Haase 1995; Dolan et al. 1996;
Hearst 1994]. Park [2000] examined user—system interaction and database
selection in the TREC environment, investigating whether users prefer and
perform better when interacting with different databases separately with a
common interface or interacting with the databases as if they were one. Her
findings suggest that (1) more user control is important in a distributed envi-
ronment, (2) distinct database characterization is important in supporting user
choice for integration, (3) some users prefer database selection control together
with merged results, and (4) the assumption that common (merged) interac-
tion is best may be worth revisiting. Some of Park’s findings actually support
a number of our related discoveries, especially those involving user preference
for greater control in database selection and interaction.

We have observed a number of problems when applying existing tech-
niques in a very large-scale production environment. These techniques reg-
ularly index databases in some global form, beyond that of the individual col-
lections. A number of experiments have shown the utility of using an indexed
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histogram of the terms in each collection. Another deficiency of related exper-
iments is exemplified by the research on the TREC3 data, where queries ave-
raged nearly 35 words (including the longer concept field) [Powell et al. 2000;
Larkey et al. 2000]. For both proprietary data environments and the Web,
queries of such length are rare and are therefore unrepresentative. Some of the
problems we have encountered include effectively handling very short queries,
optimizing large-scale searches to both determine best collections and best doc-
uments, and efficiently scaling and updating our representations to reflect ac-
tual production environment conditions.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Our study has four phases. The first phase consists of the analysis and vali-
dation of legal research categories and the categorization of several thousand
real user queries (Section 3.1). The second phase involves the exploration and
development of effective means to deliver information resources for each cate-
gory of query, by harnessing either search or directory navigation (Section 3.2
ff.). In the third phase, we enlist two sets of 450 user queries that meet certain
query category criteria and run those queries against metadata authority re-
sources (databases) derived from the previous phase (Section 5.1).5 This phase
also includes two validation steps involving real user queries, domain expert
input, and correlation measures to test the reliability of the model’s under-
lying assumptions. In the fourth phase, we evaluate results using completely
new test query sets and compare the category-based technique with a baseline
one-profile-per-collection approach (Section 5.2).

3.1 User Query Analysis

Approximately two weeks of real users’ database selection descriptions were
inspected. Users submitted them to a system by selecting a button labeled
“Search for a Database.” The queries totaled more than 8000 and represented
over 7000 anonymous users. Approximately 7500 of these queries used natural
language (the existing system’s default); the remainder were Boolean queries
that included proximity operators and field or date restrictors. The percentage
of queries extracted from our query logs that somehow represent a duplication
of a prior query is negligible. We found that the type of queries submitted
tended to cluster around roughly 12 distinct categories (Table I; see Figure 6
for examples). These designations represent important metalevel categories.6

These categories include:

—document identifiers (e.g., by title or citation),
—named entities (e.g., person names or company names),

5We use the term metadata authority resource to refer to data sets developed around a specific
type of query category (e.g., Courts & Government Agencies). The intent of these data sets is to
effectively aid in mapping a user-categorized query to the collections most relevant to the user’s
information need. They are discussed more thoroughly in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
6We make no claim, however, to have identified or validated any subcategories falling under these
high-level designations.
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Table I. Database Selection Queries by Frequencya

No. Category Distribution (%)
1. Source or Publication (

√
) 48.2

2. Legal Issue (
√

) 13.2
3. Court or Gov’t Agency (

√
) 7.5

4. Practice or Research Area (
√

) 7.3
5. Document by Citation (*) 4.5
6. Company Name (*) 4.5
7. Document by Title (*) 4.2
8. Definition (

√
) 3.6

9. Person Name (*) 3.0
10. Geographic Name (

√
) 2.8

11. News or Events (
√

) 1.8
12. Financial Information 0.8
13. None of the Above 1.4
14. Category Indeterminable 1.9

In Multiple Categories (4.7)
Total 100

a√ indicates use in final model (Section 3.2) and * indicates treatment
by a parallel model.

—sources (e.g., publications or publishers),
—government entities (e.g., courts or agencies),
—legal practice or research areas (e.g., bankruptcy, estate planning, intellectual

property),
—geographic (e.g., locations or regions),
—definitions (e.g., of terms or phrases),
—news (e.g., current events), and
—financial (e.g., stock market performance information).

These categories derive from common legal or business research tasks and
the types of documents users commonly wish to retrieve. The length of the users’
descriptions was generally too short to gain meaningful assistance from com-
monly used classification schemes, such as the Dewey Decimal classification.
Legal users, like users in general, often bypass such schemes when retriev-
ing legal or business information; instead, they search based on the source of
the primary legal materials (cases, statutes, regulations). Various proprietary
classification systems can be used, but are unlikely to provide assistance with
queries as short and general as those in our sample. Any of these classification
schemes would require appreciable granularity and offer too many possible
assignments to assist users entering such queries.

3.1.1 Query Category Determination. In order to identify a comprehensive,
reliable, and useful set of query categories to employ, we performed a prelim-
inary query category determination experiment with the assistance of three
legal domain experts. Each of the experts possessed a law degree as well as
considerable experience working with user information requests either as a
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reference attorney7 or as a query log analyst. In this exercise, we provided the
three with a diverse set of 200 database selection queries. They came from
a larger set of real user requests randomly selected from a query log associ-
ated with an existing database selection application. The queries were diverse
in both length and specificity. The instructions given to the participants for
determining categories for the user queries can be found in Appendix A. The
participants were asked to supplement the sample set of user queries with their
own knowledge of the domain and of associated information requests. The re-
sults from this preliminary query category determination task are shown in
Table II.8

From the findings presented in Table II, we see that domain expert #1 sug-
gests the least fine-grained categories and domain expert #3 contributes the
most fine-grained, with domain expert #2’s contributions representing some-
thing in between. Furthermore, expert #1 leaves out some areas that experts #2
and #3 address, and #3 goes into specific illustrations of some of expert #2’s cat-
egories (e.g., federal congressional materials). Because the objective of this ex-
ercise was to determine a reasonable and useful number of complete categories,
we observe that expert #1’s offerings are subsumed by expert #2’s whereas ex-
pert #3’s are sometimes instantiations or examples of expert #2’s. Given these
observations, we rely on the contributions of domain expert #2 as our primary
source of categories, while ensuring that any of the specific information types
suggested by expert #3 would be satisfactorily covered by a slightly less fine-
grained focus.

3.1.2 Additional Observations on Database Selection Queries. Our study of
the 8000 user queries also reveals that the variation in both query granularity
and degree of abstraction is substantial. Some queries are very fine-grained and
concrete (e.g., “Los Angeles City Ordinances”); others are generic and abstract
(e.g., “Intellectual Property Rights”). The study demonstrates that nearly 50%
of our users’ queries tended to mention a source, for example, Federal District
Court Cases, or a publication, for example, The New York Times. For other more
generic queries it is nearly impossible to know what the user has in mind, such
as when the user enters a query representing a general legal practice area or
geographic location or region such as “Criminal Law” or “Alabama.” For these
types of queries, it might help if the user could be brought to some sort of subdi-
rectory of information relating to such general topics. The second most frequent
category, also the most abstract, is generally one of the most difficult to treat:
legal issues, for example, “Right to compensation for employee slipping on wet
floor?” The remainder can be characterized as being more concentrated (e.g., on
person or company names), which can be handled effectively using other means.
Tools for finding references and links to person names, company names, and
document citations have been broadly developed [Conrad and Utt 1994; Dozier
and Haschart 2000; Borlase 1999]. In this user query analysis, a number of the

7A reference attorney is a lawyer who has passed a bar exam in at least one of the 50 states and
who answers online legal research questions from customers by telephone.
8Categories have been reordered to place similar categories along the same horizontal line.
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Table II. Database Selection Query Categories—Domain Expert Responses

Domain Expert #1 Domain Expert #2 Domain Expert #3

? Specific publications ? Sources or publications ? Magazine or newspaper title
(journals, texts, ? Reporter (bound case law docs)
magazines, etc.) ? Court/agency opinions

(e.g., fed/state, int’l)
? Statutes or codes

(e.g., fed/state, foreign)
? Federal congressional materials
? Secondary materials

(i.e., law reviews, etc.)

? Documents or databases ? Publisher
from a particular provider
(e.g., American Bar
Association)

? Legal issue ? Issue

? Documents from a particular ? Government entities ? Specific court/agency
body (agency, court, (courts & agencies)
commission, etc.)

? Databases relating to ? Legal practice ? A [topical] “key” number (id)
a particular topic or research area
(environmental, labor,
securities, etc.)

? Documents regarding ? Company name ? Organization
a particular entity ? Person name ? Person
or person ? Group of people

? Lawyer records

? Databases relating to a ? Geographic name ? Place
geographic location ? State name

? Foreign country

? Citations to a particular ? Document by citation ? Specific court/agency opinions
document or set of documents ? Specific statute sections
(e.g., 1995 WL 303630, “Safe ? Document by title
Water Drinking Act”)

? Specific database identifiers ? A database name or id

? Definitions ? A noun
? News & events
? Financial queries ? Statistics

? Indeterminable ? Category unclear ? Unknown

remaining categories require some form of underlying metadata authority re-
source that can facilitate the mapping of user queries to their relevant sources of
data (e.g., for courts/agencies and the aforementioned research/practice areas,9

as well as geographic regions/locations.) Such metadata authority resources are

9There are roughly 50 major “practice” or “research” areas that are referred to in the legal domain
(see Appendix B).
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discussed in more detail in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. The remainder could benefit
from existing collection selection techniques using searches run against, for
example, a language model of terms and concepts present in a repository. This
approach would be possible, for instance, for news or financial categories.

In order to be able to handle such a diverse set of queries, we investigate an
interactive model that would invite users to participate in the selection of rele-
vant collections or sets of collections. Once users assist with a basic categoriza-
tion of their information need, the environment would provide access to desired
data sets. The model would subsequently exploit characteristics of the incom-
ing query, including language, granularity, domain, region, and other attributes
that are typically ignored—or at the very least not explicitly exploited—by tra-
ditional information retrieval systems.

We have developed techniques motivated by actual user queries and their
observed categories. These techniques permit users generating a spectrum of
queries to simplify collection selection. By requesting category-type information
along with queries, we have been able to implement this model in a large pro-
duction environment without the need for massive metasearches and expensive
metacollection builds and updates.

3.2 Addressing Query Categories

The baseline system in our experiment uses WIN’s automatic selection and
ranking of the top 20 collections and makes no differentiation between query
types (Section 5). It runs all queries against a single database consisting of col-
lection profiles, constructed by extracting top-level collection information from
a database of collection content descriptions and other generic user subscription
information. By contrast, the new system handles eight categories of queries:10

1. Sources & Publications;
2. Courts & Government Agencies;
3. Legal Practice & Research Areas;
4. Geographic Regions & Locations;
5. Legal Issues;
6. News;
7. Definitions; and
8. an “Other” category.

For our eight primary query categories, we use one of four distinct ap-
proaches (Figure 1).11 Half of our methods rely on search; the other half rely on

10In this report, we do not treat query categories occurring significantly less than 2% of the time.
In addition, our system has parallel and independent mechanisms for recognizing and handling
queries with person and company names, and legal document citations. We do not address these
in the remainder of the article, as they are separate query types.
11Figure 1: Regarding “Parallel Systems” on the bottom of the flow chart, when users have a bona
fide document reference (e.g., Roe v. Wade or 142 Cal.App.2d 575) or a person or company name,
the system presents clearly visible options for directing the query to one of the parallel systems’
entry points; L.M. in the box labeled (4) refers to a language modeling approach.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of preliminary operational system.

navigation, by using attenuated decision trees (e.g., Figure 2). The four meth-
ods invoking search run WIN against a category-specific metadata authority
resource. Of these searches, the results are handled in two different ways, de-
pending on query type: for the two largest authority resources, W PUB (for
publications) and W GOV (for government agencies and courts), (with the finest
granularity document profiles) actual collection ids are returned. The user can
select and subsequently search one or more of these id-specified collections. For
the other two authority resources, W PRAC (legal practice areas) and W GEOG
(geographical locations), directory links to a topical or regional subdirectory are
returned, to avoid presenting the user with flat lists of results (collections) con-
sisting of several hundred individual collection descriptions. In these instances,
the user can select the link and enter into a hierarchically organized directory
in which to browse and find relevant collections. In the instances where search
is not performed, the user is able to dig down into a simplified decision tree
to find the most relevant set of collections within two or three levels [i.e., with
respect to issues, definitions, news (e.g., Figure 2)]. In the decision tree mode,
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Fig. 2. Sample traversal for the issues category.

each path terminates with a large collection into which an assortment of impor-
tant databases are bundled and where virtually all relevant related materials
are found (case law, statutes, dictionaries, composite news, et al.). The “Other”
category uses an approach analogous to language modeling of profiles for all of
our collections.

The motivation behind using a specific approach for a given query category
is based on the specificity of results a system could deliver for a given query
category, where specificity is directly proportional to the granularity of the cat-
egory profiles. For sources and publications (15,042 profiles) and courts and
government agencies (3287 profiles), lists of top-ranked collections would per-
mit a user to directly submit queries to one or more relevant databases. For
legal practice and research areas (1352 profiles) and geographic locations and
regions (300 profiles), knowing the desired practice area or region is still insuf-
ficient to know what document types a user is seeking (e.g., whether a user is
looking for judicial opinions, statutes, or law reviews). Consequently, the most
logical approach is not to deliver documents to these users but to deliver the
user to the documents, that is, to provide them with links to the relevant por-
tions of the Westlaw database directory, either for practice areas or geographic
locations, depending on the query type. Lastly, for legal issues, news and current
events, and term and phrase definitions, the deliverable options are simplified,
thus permitting the user to navigate to the most relevant data source through
a reasonably sized attenuated decision tree.

In the standard collection selection model, it is assumed that one does not
have the resources to search each complete collection. Instead, one searches
an index of collections, whether histogram-based or based on other metadata,
obtains a ranking, and then searches the top-ranked collections for the most
relevant documents. This would occur at the potentially serious expense of
recall. In contrast, we propose interacting with the user earlier in the retrieval
process in order to obtain greater confidence about the collections that merit
further inspection.
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3.3 Data

The metadata authority resources that support our searchable categories refer
to specialized sets of database profiles. Each corresponds to one of the metalevel
categories discussed above. Whereas Buckland et al. [1999] developed an En-
try Vocabulary Technology to assist users in mapping their query vocabulary to
that of potentially unfamiliar metadata vocabularies, we have developed “au-
thority resources” around specific categories that professional users in the legal
domain conventionally reference. They are designed to provide useful and ef-
fective matches with incoming user queries by focusing on specific taxonomies
(e.g., legal practice areas). Rather than have one metadata repository contain-
ing database profiles for virtually every incoming query type, we have designed
four indexable and searchable authority resources, each one focusing on a sep-
arate and distinct metalevel category that supports users’ information needs.
These include the following.

1. W PUB (48.2%)12—maps user source/publication query to source/
publication-related databases.
Profiles contain title of source or publication; alternative titles, alternative
descriptions, related acronyms and abbreviations, and other domain-related
descriptors.

2. W GOV (7.5%)—maps user court/government agency query to appropriate
district, state, or federal databases.
Profiles contain complete listings of US courts and government agencies and
the database(s) where this court/agency material can be found.

3. W PRAC (7.2%)—maps user legal practice/research area query to a
database directory where related materials can be found.
Profiles contain listings of approximately 50 legal practice/research areas and
links to their location(s) in a master (Westlaw) directory hierarchy.

4. W GEOG (2.8%)—maps user location/region query to a database directory
where related geographically related materials can be found.
Profiles contain listings of geographical locations/regions and links to the loca-
tion of their associated materials in the master (Westlaw) directory hierarchy.

—TOTAL (65.7%)—Cumulatively, these authority resources treat two-
thirds of the query types entering the DBS environment. Remaining query
types are treated by simplified decision trees where, based on the type of legal
issue, or definition, or news-related story, the user can navigate down a path to
narrow the scope of the search to the relevant query-satisfying database (e.g.,
Figure 2).

3.4 Authority Resource Construction

In this research, we produce the four authority resource data sets described
above and one general (baseline) data set of collection profiles, known as IDEN.
Characteristics of the first four are described further below and in Table III.
IDEN, by contrast, is a general source identification data set and is comparable

12Figures in parentheses refer to percentage of overall DBS queries (from Table I).
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Table III. Collection Statistics for Metadata Authority Resources

Min./Max. Mean
Data Indexed Profile Length

Category Set Profiles Size Terms Length (Std. Dev.)
Source/
Publications W PUB 15042 2.34 MB 219817 11–6685 15 (94.7)
Court/
Gov’t Agencies W GOV 3287 733 KB 91532 11–4747 28 (115.1)
Research/
Practice Areas W PRAC 1352 139 KB 11725 7–10 9 (2.6)
Geog. Regions/
Locations W GEOG 292 60 KB 4825 4–375 17 (27.8)
Legal Issues Decision Tree—Primary and Secondary Legal Databases
Definitions Decision Tree—Definitional Sources
News/Events Decision Tree—Composite News Databases
Other Term-Based Collection Selection

Table IV. Metadata Repository—Fielded (Partial Listing)

No. Metadata Field Data Type Description, Examples
1. Database Title Text (short) Complete Title of Database
2. Database Identifier Token (12 char) Database ID or “Sign on”
3. Coverage Dates Date Range Starting (Ending) Date of Publication
4. Data Summary Text (keywords) Description of Docs Found in Database
5. Subscription Options Plan Type Flat Plan, Hourly, Transactional
6. Document Types Class (of 50) Category of Document
7. Publication Types Pub. Type Electronic vs. Print
8. State, Territory, Dist. Region Type States, Territories, or Wash., D.C.
9. Jurisdiction or Nation Juris. Type Controlling Court or Applicable Country

10. Nonlegal News Info. News Type Information Type
11. Legal Practice Area Prac. Type E.g., Antitrust, Civil Rights, Taxation
12. Multibases DB ID List Larger Databases Given DB is Contained in
13. Information Provider Publisher Source of Data

(e.g., Dialog, Dow Jones, West Group, etc.)
14. Secondary Provider Publisher Original Source of Data
15. Agency Name Agency Id Name of Government Agency or Similar
16. Institution Publisher Law School, Pub. of Law Review, Journal,
... ... ... ...

to a verbose version of W PUB, one that includes additional somewhat eso-
teric information about data provider and available subscription packages. The
fields contained in the authority resources (database profiles) are automati-
cally mapped from database records used for internal data management and
maintained in a large relational metadata repository (Table IV). Related key
concepts may be added to these fields, when judged useful, following human
(paralegal) inspection. A majority of this fielded information is also contained
in IDEN, but in a free-text format. This internal repository is not available for
end-user searching.

Over 15,000 databases were used in these experiments, although not all
were represented in each authority file due to the coverage of their associated
categories.
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Fig. 3. Facsimile news collection profile (for publications).

Fig. 4. Facsimile international review collection profile (for publications).

The four primary authority resources concentrate on publication and gov-
ernment (collection-based), topical and regional (link-based) paths to data, to
access available collections. Simplified facsimile samples of W PUB publication
profile “documents” are shown in Figures 3 and 4 and a W GOV profile docu-
ment in Figure 5. W PUB contains one document profile for each searchable
collection in the system. Its construction was thus the most straightforward of
the four. W GOV contains one document profile for each court/agency or set of
courts represented in collections in the system, and is thus slightly less granu-
lar. Its construction required additional filtering and merging of court-related
information stored in the master metadata repository. It took a paralegal ap-
proximately two weeks to complete. W PRAC and W GEOG are less granular
still and represent links to sets of collections organized by topic and region,
respectively, in the Westlaw database directory. Because there are roughly 50
legal practice areas and these are also recorded for each applicable database
in the master repository, the construction of W PRAC took about one week of
paralegal time. Lastly, W GEOG contains only several hundred entries, each
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Fig. 5. Facsimile environmental, health, and safety regulations profile (for courts and government
agencies).

one geographic in nature and containing a link to the various regions’ mate-
rials in the Westlaw database directory. Its construction took a paralegal less
than one week to complete. The scope of each of these data sets explains the
appreciable difference in size between the collection-based authority resources
(W PUB and W GOV) and the link-based authority resources (W PRAC and
W GEOG), and the inverse relationship between authority resource size and
associated granularity. As an illustration, W PUB is clearly the largest author-
ity resource, yet possesses the smallest granularity. By contrast, W GEOG is
the smallest authority resource, but it has the largest granularity.

Updates to the source and publication authority resource are performed au-
tomatically. When a database is added to the Westlaw system, new profiles are
generated from the master repository. These profiles are reviewed for complete-
ness, however, by a domain expert. Authority resources developed around gov-
ernment institutions (courts and agencies), legal topics (practice and research
areas), and geographic topics (locations and regions) are generally more stable;
thus updates to these resources are minimal. For instance, when a practice
area in W PRAC becomes outdated (e.g., Y2K) or a new practice area appears
(e.g., digital copyright), associated profiles are removed or created in a semiau-
tomated manner, under minimal paralegal supervision. The same would apply
to government agencies in W GOV or nation-states in W GEOG. In the case
where similar authority resources would be developed for another national ju-
risdiction, for instance, for Canada or Australia, the processes would be the
same, although the work effort would be reduced since the scope and corpus of
documents would not be of the same magnitude in our system as that for the US.

It is worth pointing out that the total number of collections represented in
this research does not correspond to the sum of the collections profiled in the four
authority resources. In reality, the four authority resources provide alternative
views of the collections, each using a different category-specific perspective.
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between source/publications and
databases, W PUB represents the cardinal number of collections represented:
15,042. By contrast, W GOV, W PRAC, and W GEOG provide alternative and
less fine-grained characterizations of the same collections.
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3.5 The Role of User Subscriptions

In very large proprietary data environments like West Group’s and Dialog’s,
many thousands of online databases may be available to clients. It is thus
common for clients with different sized enterprises and with different infor-
mation needs to have different subscription arrangements to cover the cost of
accessed information. Some subscribe on a transactional pay-as-you-go basis,
some choose unlimited access to a small number of select, relevant databases
(e.g., within their jurisdiction or practice area), and still others have basic cov-
erage plans with the option to expand access on a per-need basis. Subscrip-
tion arrangements and the variability of cost are one reason why database
selection can be a two-step process for users unfamiliar with available re-
sources. Accordingly, clients play an important role in deciding on the scope
of their research, based on perceived relevance, value, and cost of accessible
materials.

3.6 Indexing

For each of the authority resources, metalevel information is maintained in
XML-like tag sets. To aid retrieval, the majority of these tagged elements are
indexed although some are not. Fields not indexed might include those that con-
tain concise text strictly for presentation purposes or information to facilitate
internal organization and classification of collection profiles.

Examples of these metalevel profiles are shown in Figures 3 through 5. Fields
in these profiles that are not indexed include associated title fields (used for pre-
sentation only) as well as multibase (CONTAINED-IN) fields. Other fields are
indexed and virtually all indexable fields are first stemmed. Stemming is per-
formed as it is not uncommon for users to enter variations of titles or descriptive
terms for publication (e.g., AIDS Therapy instead of AIDS’ Therapies), court
(e.g., State of New York Court of Claims instead of State of New York Courts of
Claims), or practice areas (e.g., Commodity Regulators instead of Commodities
Regulation). We use the Porter stemmer with a stopword list of approximately
300 common terms.13

3.6.1 Special Considerations for Legal Collections. It is worth noting that a
standard case law opinion, to take one example of a legal document, is typically
two to five times the length of a Web document (30 to 50 KB vs. 10 to 15 KB)
[Murray and Moore 2000; Heydon and Najork 1999; Conrad and Dabney 2001].
Although there are circumstances in which we can and do use language model
type term distribution histograms to represent the vocabulary of a collection,
when tens of thousands of collections are available, language models may not
be the most effective approach to collection selection. That is, some collections
possess language very similar to that of adjacent collections, whereas others
are subsumed by larger “multibase” collections (e.g., Minnesota Environmental
Statutes are contained in All States Environmental Statutes). This hierarchical
relationship is another reason why it can be useful for clients to play a greater

13In our standard production environment, however, virtually all terms are indexed for purposes
of specific title or contextual retrieval.
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Fig. 6. Sample database selection queries by category.

role in the steps that narrow their candidate collections when database selection
is performed (see Example, Appendix C).

3.7 Test Queries

For research and testing purposes, we use two sets of 450 actual user queries,
further broken down by category. Each of the two sets of 450 queries originates
from a different month’s database selection query log. Each of these logs con-
tains queries that are assigned metalevel query categories corresponding to
those in Table I. They originate from a WIN-based database selection appli-
cation (IDEN). The queries were randomly selected, with sufficient numbers
chosen to comprise the categorized query sets of 50 or 75 that are reported. To
improve the accuracy of our evaluation measures, we required each of our query
sets to contain at least 50 real user queries [Buckley and Voorhees 2000], and
for the purposes of comparing variance, to have at least two query sets for each
of the categories we inspected. We call these paired sets A and B. Furthermore,
our W PUB query sets are 50% larger than those for the other categories since
our analysis showed that nearly 50% of all database selection queries appeared
under this classification. The categories we use in these experiments include
(1) sources/publications, (2) courts/government agencies, (3) practice/research
areas, and (4) geographical regions/ locations. In all, we have 200 queries per
category (300 in the case of sources/publications) or 900 total. The four cate-
gories are further divided into subsets of 50 queries each (75 each in the case
of sources/publications; see Table IX). We run each of these sets against au-
thority resources indexed for WIN-based retrieval. Samples of these queries
can be seen in Figure 6. Queries not falling into our most frequently occurring
categories, that is, falling under the “Other” category, are used in a standard
collection selection test run which is beyond the scope of this article. Average
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Table V. Query Categorization: Expertise Among Legal
Practitioner—Participantsa

Expertise Matrix L.S. Experience L.S. Experience
D.B.S. Experience Attorney Attorney
D.B.S. Experience Paralegal Attorney

aD.B.S. = Database Selection; L.S. = Library Science.

Table VI. Kappa Statistics for Categorization Performed by Four Assessorsa

Tokens per Query No. Queries Kappa Statistic Associated z Significant
1 40 κ = 0.7697 20.15 Y
2 40 κ = 0.7220 16.50 Y
3 40 κ = 0.8022 7.70 Y
4 40 κ = 0.9106 17.66 Y
5 or more 40 κ = 0.9117 16.06 Y

Combined 200 κ = 0.8232 38.98 Y
a[z = 2.32 for α = 0.01]; κ = 1 for complete agreement among assessors; κ = 0 for no agreement
among assessors.

query lengths vary from four to seven terms for W PUB and W GOV to one to
three terms for W PRAC and W GEOG.

3.7.1 Validation of Query Categorization. Because these queries were ini-
tially categorized by an attorney who is familiar with our metalevel query
categories, our results should be presented as upper bounds on expected
performance. Nonetheless, to investigate how reasonable it is to expect users to
categorize queries reliably, we performed a validation experiment that involved
four individuals with four different levels of legal training. They included one
paralegal and three attorneys. Of the attorneys, two had no familiarity with
database selection queries; one did. In addition, two of the attorneys had train-
ing in library science. In short, these subjects represent fairly well the spectrum
of legal practitioners who use a system like Westlaw (Table V). In this experi-
ment, each of the participants was given a set of 200 real user queries and asked
to categorize them using the first 12 categories shown in Table I. The queries
were randomly selected from a single week’s query log. In order to avoid any
particular category and its inherent length from dominating the results, enough
queries were selected so as to permit the generation of five subsets of queries,
each set based on a different query length (e.g., with number of tokens = 1, 2,
3, 4, and 5 or more tokens).

The only pretrial inspection that was made was to determine whether the
query would be reasonably interpretable by someone with some degree of legal
training. Hence a query such as “alsdkjf” would be discarded. We used the
Kappa statistic for nominally scaled data to compare our interassessor concor-
dances for the 200 queries and the 12 categories [Siegel and N. John Castellan
1988]. We explored interassessor agreement relative to query length since it
has been shown that longer query statements reduce the ambiguity associated
with very short queries [Sanderson 1994]. We wanted to determine if this same
relationship would hold true for this task as well. The results of our comparisons
are presented in Table VI.
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Computational linguists have taken κ = 0.8 as the norm for significantly
good agreement, although some argue that there is insufficient evidence to
choose 0.8 over, for instance, other values between 0.6 and 0.9 [Marcu 2002].
To underscore the significance of the above values, it may be useful to mention
that of the 200 queries, the four assessors were in complete agreement on 158
of them and three of the assessors agreed on an assignment for 28 others.

The concordance between the original domain expert’s classifications and
those of the four assessors above was also determined for the 200 queries (to
represent the assessors’ category for a given query, we used the category upon
which a majority of them agreed).14 This categorization comparison resulted
in a kappa statistic of κ = 0.9196. The four assessors’ majority category agreed
with the original domain expert in 185 out of the 200 queries.

These results, together with the fact that the kappa scores tend to mono-
tonically increase with token length (one-token queries excepted), illustrate
that the longer the query, the more concordances one can expect among differ-
ent “users.” So in this application as well, there appears to be a relationship
between query length and query clarity or disambiguation [Sanderson 1994].

3.7.2 Testing the Significance of the Kappa Statistic κ. After determining
the value of the kappa statistic κ, it is customary to determine whether the
observed value is greater than the value that would be expected by chance.
This can be done by calculating the value of the statistic z, where,

z = κ√
var(κ)

in order to test the hypothesis Ho : κ = 0 against the hypothesis H1 : κ > 0
[Carletta 1996; Siegel and N. John Castellan 1988].

The above value of κ for the combined query set yields z = 38.98. In addi-
tion, the value of κ found when comparing the original domain expert to the
four assessors yields z = 95.58. These values exceed the α = 0.01 significance
level (where z = 2.32). Therefore, we may conclude that the assessors exhibit
significant agreement on this categorization task. (See Table VI above for the
corresponding z for each query length subset.) These results suggest that a
group of legal practitioners with diverse expertise are capable of categorizing
their information needs with a considerable degree of similarity. These results
in turn mean that it is reasonable to expect that most users of this feature would
be able to choose the “correct” category in which to continue their database se-
lection search.

3.8 Relevance Judgments

The relevance judgments used in these experiments are made in response to test
runs on the four searchable authority resources, each associated with a different
category of query (as reported in Sections 3.3 and 3.4). The judgments are binary
in nature (i.e., relevant/not relevant) and are performed by one attorney with
a graduate degree in library science.

14The number of ties among the assessors was negligible. In these cases we assigned the assessors’
majority category the one that disagreed with the domain expert’s categorization.
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Because our users place a premium on precision at top ranks, we focus spe-
cial attention on the top ranks in which relevant collections appear. We report
whether relevant results are in the top 5 as well as the top 20 ranks and if those
results include one, some, all, or none of the relevant collections available. We
place this emphasis on the top 5 collections because users looking for relevant
databases with which to begin their research have little patience to examine
19 of 20 candidates before encountering the first database containing relevant
documents. This top 20 analysis and evaluation is performed on a total of 900
queries (i.e., two groups of 450 queries, Section 5.1). In the vast majority of
cases, the query types that invoke search can achieve very high collection re-
call in the top 20 results (with values surpassing 90%, due to the specificity of
many queries). This evaluation thus permits us to address both precision and,
implicitly, recall for our user query sets.

Our recall estimates are based on information supplied by domain experts
who are intimately familiar with the collections. Unlike the pool of judgments
in the TREC environment, we did not have a large, existing set of relevance
judgments available at the start of these trials [Voorhees and Harman 2000].
Because of the nature of our relationship with the sponsoring department, we
could not ask for unlimited judgments for all 15,000 databases for each query.
We were thus required to construct our own sets of judgments relying on the
contributions of legal database domain expertise. This approach was viewed
as reasonable from both a practical and evaluative standpoint. Based on their
knowledge of controlling jurisdictions, appropriate legal practice areas and ap-
plicable document types (e.g., judicial opinions, statutes, law reviews, etc.),
these experts are skilled in reducing the set of potentially relevant material
to a relatively small percentage of the overall number of collections available.
So the expert’s judgment is believed to be fairly reliable. We acknowledge that
our pool of positive relevance judgments is almost certainly a subset of the com-
plete set of positive relevance judgments, but it is likely a very large subset.
Given our domain expert’s years of experience with law and relevance assess-
ments, we believe that this background at least partially mitigates concerns
over the degree of bias present in the judgments supporting our recall evalua-
tion. We thus contend, as does TREC [Voorhees 2002], that our recall estimates
are close enough approximations to be useful when comparing systems and, in
our case, to permit the identification of significant omissions indicative of more
serious problems with the search strategy.

In addition, our results are compared with an existing system (IDEN) that
processes all queries in the same manner by using one database of collection
profiles containing titles and a variable-length, free-text description of con-
tents (see Section 3.4). These were judged for relevance in the same man-
ner. This latter comparison was performed using the first set of 450 queries
(Section 5.2).15

15The second set of 450 queries was not evaluated for comparative precision performance because
the domain expert providing judgments for our results was reassigned to work on another project
near the end of our evaluation process.
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Table VII. Relevance Judgment Concordances

No. of No. of
Query Queries with Judgments
Category Complete Agreement in Agreement
Source/Publication 10/20 (50%) 304/351 (86.6%)
Court/Gov’t Agency 6/10 (60%) 160/167 (95.8%)
Legal Practice Area 8/10 (80%) 133/135 (98.5%)
Geographical Location 10/10 (100%) 10/10 (100.0%)

Combined 34/50 ( 68%) 607/663 (91.6%)

Table VIII. Significance Tests for Relevance Judgment Concordances

Query No. No. Sign Test Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
Categories Queries Judgments (N = 16) (N = 16;

∑n
q=1 |Diffw| = 56)

(N+ = 8;
Combined 50 663 N− = 8)⇒ Ho (Diff +w = 17; Diff −w = 39)⇒ H1

3.8.1 Interassessor Validation. In order to perform a preliminary investi-
gation into the dependability of these judgments, a second attorney with no
background in library science participated in an interassessor study. The sec-
ond attorney was intended to represent a conventional legal practitioner—user.
The study was conducted by means of an experiment in which the pair of at-
torneys provided relevance judgments for databases returned in response to
50 actual user queries. The queries included four sets of 10 queries, one set
for each authority resource, plus an additional 10 from the most dominant
category, sources and publications (W PUB). All were randomly selected from
their query category. Judgments were made on the top 20 databases returned.
For some queries, less than 20 databases were returned, especially in the case
of geographical locations where fewer possible matches can occur. In this in-
terassessor correlation study, the two attorneys assessed the results and were
in agreement for 92% of the queries (Table VII).

The second column in the table represents the percentage of queries for which
the assessors were in complete agreement.

3.8.2 Testing the Significance of the Interassessor Concordances. The null
hypothesis for these interassessor consistency tests is that there exist no sig-
nificant differences between the relevance judgments made by the two judges.
The sign test provides little evidence against the null hypothesis insofar as
there were 8 out of the 50 queries for which the first assessor produced one or
more positive relevance judgments than the second assessor and there were
8 queries for which the second assessor produced one or more positive relevance
judgments than the first (Table VIII). By contrast, the Wilcoxon test favors the
alternative hypothesis (one of the assessors will produce more positive rele-
vance judgments than the other) inasmuch as the magnitude of the differences
is significant. This is attributable to two queries for which the difference in
positive judgments between the two judges is greater than 3 (out of a total of
20). In general, the assessors’ judgments matched for 92% of the collections
they judged (Table VII). It was the second assessor, without the library science
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background, who tended to cast the net more broadly, and who thus favored
recall. By contrast, the first assessor, with the library science background, ap-
peared to exercise a finer definition of relevance, thus emphasizing “on point”
collections. The average additional positive relevance judgments for the two
queries in question was 13. The two queries were “Combined Federal and State
Cases” (which has numerous candidates to choose from, both complete and
partial) and “Dun & Bradstreet” (which also has numerous choices, both US-
based, and non-US-based). The second assessor gave more positive relevance
judgments to results from these two queries because of the larger amount of
tangentially relevant material.

It is important to underscore that result sets produced by the two asses-
sors were never involved in intersystem comparison. Rather, the first asses-
sor’s judgments were exclusively used to evaluate queries from both months
as well as queries run against the baseline system [Sections 5.1 (Table IX)
and 5.2 (Table X)]. Moreover, the localized differences in judgments between
the two assessors should not be viewed as significant from a system evaluation
point of view because there is evidence that “comparative evaluation of retrieval
performance is stable despite substantial differences in relevance judgments”
[Voorhees 1998]. Were their concordances not in the 90% range, we may have
opted to invest more human resources in query examination. Yet such a reallo-
cation in resources may have resulted in a reduction in the size of the query sets
due to the cost of domain expert participation. Ultimately, it may have meant
compensating for one potential deficiency by introducing another.

4. COLLECTION RANKING

Much collection selection research is based on applications of IR techniques to
the distributions of terms and phrases that comprise collections. It is assumed
that the statistics that characterize collections are readily available or can be
approximated through the iterative use of probing queries [Callan and Connell
2001]. It is also assumed to be too costly to query all the available collections,
so a restricted number are selected based on some fixed threshold derived from
a score or a fixed number of collections.

INQUERY’s and WIN’s algorithms for ranking documents have been pre-
viously reported [Turtle 1991; Broglio et al. 1993; Allan et al. 1997]. In this
database selection application, the document retrieval model is used since we
are working with condensed representations of the collections (i.e., collection
profiles similar to those in Figures 3 through 5). tf · idf scoring is applied to cal-
culate the probability of relevance or belief score for a given collection profile
pbel.16

pbel(wi|c j ) = db + (1− db) · tfb · idfb,

16This version of tf · idf scoring has been implemented in the Westlaw production environment. As
document length has not normally been stored with a document’s metadata, scoring formulae such
as BM25 have thus far not been implemented [Robertson et al. 1995].
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where

tfb = dt + (1− dt) · log(tfi + 0.5)
log(tfmax + 1.0)

idfb =
log
(

N + 0.5
n

)
log(N + 1.0)

;

n represents the number of collection profile documents in which the query term
wi appears and N is the total number of collection profile documents. db is the
minimum belief component and dt is the minimum term frequency component
when the term ti is present in a collection representation c j .

We use a reduced stop word list because of the role certain common words
can play in titles and title descriptions. We also use a standard Porter stemmer
[Porter 1980]. In addition, we rely on distilled consonant representations of
terms present in the authority resources. The latter help determine matches
when users make common spelling errors or invoke nonstandard abbreviations.
We further apply query expansion techniques using a domain-specific thesaurus
and acronym expansion, as well as other word forms when individuals use
numerals or other terms with common or reasonable synonyms (e.g., code ⇔
statutes).

We have also found it necessary to modify the nature of WIN’s combined
document plus best passage scoring. Because of the nature of the collection
representations, we use a modified document scoring formula. In a standard
WIN search, the final score of a matched document would typically represent
some weighted average of a whole document score and the best passage score.
In our case, as evidenced by the sample collection profile shown in Figure 3, we
equate the score for a given document with the score of the top-ranked passage,
or in this case, top-ranked field (e.g., <pubs>). In this manner, if a publica-
tion or court query focused on a specific title or court, and the match occurred
exclusively within a certain field in a document, that field’s score alone would
be promoted to represent the collection profile’s score. This approach avoids
incidental double term weightings because the document is subdivided into in-
dependent matchable entities. Thus a query focusing on “news on the postal
system and mail delivery in Nigeria,” would avoid incorrectly promoting the
sample document in Figure 3 because of its many hits. Rather, only the high-
est scoring <pubs> field would be promoted in assigning the document’s final
score. Not all fields are segmented in this way, but certain key fields containing
publication, court, or other similar listings do exhibit such divisions.

5. RESULTS

5.1 Individual Performance Evaluation

In the experiments described above, two sets of 450 category-specific user
queries were run against the corresponding authority resources. Real user
queries, originating from two separate months, were used for the task. The
results for the query sets are shown in Table IX. Queries were obtained from
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Table IX. Performance Evaluation: Precision—A. Month I (top) and B. Month II (bottom)

Category/ Class Total
Test Set 1 2 3 4 4(a) 4(b) 4(c) Queries

Publication A 42 11 6 16 8 1 7 ( 9%) 75
Publication B 43 8 5 19 12 0 7 ( 9%) 75
Court/Agency A 37 3 2 8 2 2 4 (8%) 50
Court/Agency B 26 15 1 8 1 2 5 (10%) 50
Practice Area A 40 5 1 4 0 0 3 ( 6%) 50
Practice Area B 41 7 1 1 0 0 1 ( 2%) 50
Geographic A 42 2 0 6 2 1 3 ( 6%) 50
Geographic B 39 0 0 11 2 1 8 (16%) 50
Total 310 51 16 73 27 8 38 450
Percent 68.8% 11.3% 3.6% 16.7% 6% 2% 8% 100%
Percent, excl 4(a) 73.3% 12.1% 3.8% 11.3% — 2% 9% 423

Class 1. Single or all relevant source(s) in ranks 1 to 5.
Class 2. Most of relevant sources in ranks 1 to 5,

or single relevant source in ranks 6 to 20.
Class 3. Some of relevant sources in the top 20 ranks presented.
Class 4. No relevant sources in ranks presented

4(a) Not available in system
4(b) Difficult to match without further information
4(c) Source in system but not presented (missed).

Category/ Class Total
Test Set 1 2 3 4 4(a) 4(b) 4(c) Queries

Publication A 49 5 2 19 10 1 8 (10%) 75
Publication B 50 3 1 21 12 1 8 (10%) 75
Court/Agency A 36 1 2 11 8 0 3 (6%) 50
Court/Agency B 37 6 0 7 1 3 3 (6%) 50
Practice Area A 41 3 1 5 2 2 1 (2%) 50
Practice Area B 43 4 2 1 0 1 0 (0%) 50
Geographic A 49 0 0 1 1 0 0 ( 0%) 50
Geographic B 47 2 1 0 0 0 0 ( 0%) 50
Total 352 24 9 65 34 8 23 450
Percent 78.2% 5.3% 2.2% 14.4% 8% 2% 5% 100%
Percent, excl 4(a) 84.6% 5.8% 2.4% 7.5% — 2% 6% 416

two distinct months to determine whether there exist significant variances over
time. The results presented are as much qualitative as they are quantitative.
We have determined that for systems that place a premium on precision at top
ranks, broadly defined relevance classes may more clearly indicate performance
differences between query categories (definitions for these relevance classes are
located in Table IX). In addition, the domain expert involved in evaluating these
results had extensive familiarity with our data and knowledge of which results
would be considered acceptable to representative users, given sufficiently broad
evaluation metrics.

The motivation for this nonstandard approach to evaluation was fourfold.
First, we did not have a fixed set of queries with mature, preexisting relevance
judgments, as in the case of some of the tracks at TREC conferences [Voorhees
and Harman 2000]. Second, we also had at our disposal legal and library science
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domain expertise which contributed a solid grasp of the collection-level sources
available, at least in response to the four types of queries corresponding to our
searchable categories. Third, in the absence of a TREC evaluation environment
and the more exhaustive resources it might take to produce one, we wanted
to develop a set of qualitative relevance classes that would explicitly produce
collection-level precision values, but also implicitly yield collection-level recall
values. Finally, the domain expert had the latitude to perform online research,
when helpful, to inspect more carefully the quality of a given result set, relative
to a query, before making an assessment. This latitude gave the domain expert
the opportunity to “get inside the head of the user” when assessing results.
The classes used represent a hybrid of relevance and rank information in order
to embody user-centered relevance indicators. The operational definitions that
resulted can be found below. In each case the top 20 candidate collections are
examined.

Classes:

1. single or all relevant sources are present in ranks 1 to 5 (highest-level pre-
cision); translates into 100% recall;

2. most relevant sources in ranks 1 to 5, or single or all relevant sources in
ranks 6 to 20 (moderately high precision); translates into over 50% recall;

3. some relevant sources in the top 20 ranks (medium precision); translates
into 50% or less recall;

4. no relevant sources in the top 20 ranks (lowest precision); translates into
0% recall.

The rationale for the Class 2 definition is as follows. Since Class 1 handles
the case where all relevant sources appear in ranks 1 to 5, Class 2 handles the
case where these sources are not in the top 5 ranks, but are nonetheless still
in the top 20 ranks. In addition it includes the case where most (but not all)
relevant sources are in ranks 1 to 5, thus preventing inclusion in Class 1, but
still warranting inclusion in a moderately high precision class. In brief, Classes
1 and 2 make distinctions between two types of results sets. They distinguish
between results with the single relevant collection in the top 5 from results with
the single relevant collection not in the top 5. They also distinguish between
results with several relevant collections in the top 5 from results with several
relevant collections not in the top 5. This was done in the interest of preventing
too much granularity from weakening any potentially meaningful conclusions.
It is important to note, however, that these specific searchable categories tend
to service queries that have a single on-point database or “answer,” which is
why a premium is placed on Class 1 results.

Our initial interest was in discriminating higher precision results (Classes
1 and 2) from lower precision results (Classes 3 and 4). For each of our query
sets, between 85 and 90% of our queries produced results in Classes 1 and 2
(discounting queries for which no relevant sources were available). Although we
were not able to investigate users’ perceptions of the quality of their results, our
domain expert was able to determine which collections possessed the highest
probability of relevance for users’ information needs.
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Table X. Performance Comparison: Category-Based System Versus IDEN

Category/ Class (%) Total Total
Test Set 1 2 3 4 4(a) 4(b) 4(c) (%) Qrys
System 68.8 11.3 3.6 16.7 6.0 2.0 8.0 100 450
IDEN 26.3 14.3 40.3 19.0 6.3 2.7 10.0 100 450

One might have expected an appreciable degree of performance variation
across query categories, yet the levels of precision examined across the four
searchable categories do not reveal significant variance. With the exception
of month I’s Court and Agency sets A and B, there do not appear to be any
appreciable differences between each of the query categories’ sets A and B. It
is also worth noting that no changes occur in the relative positions of the four
classes over time when one compares the sizes of the result sets between the two
months (for Classes 1 through 4). We have observed that these four categories
tend to represent concrete rather than abstract concepts (e.g., publication titles,
court names, specific practice topics, geographic locations). This is probably one
reason why the system is usually able to capture the most salient database
profiles in the top five ranks.

5.2 Baseline Comparison

In addition to category-specific precision figures, we compare results from the
first month’s set of 450 queries with results obtained from the baseline IDEN
system. The same WIN retrieval method is used for both the IDEN system and
the category-based system.17 As IDEN references a more verbose version of
W PUB, its results are compared to results from queries run against W PUB.
These results, shown in Table X, suggest that category-specific precision for
Class 1 (i.e., the top result class, single relevant source in top 5 ranks) is in-
creased by nearly a factor of 2.5 (averaged over 450 queries). Most of the collec-
tions not correctly identified or promoted by IDEN to Class 1 show up instead in
Class 3 (i.e., relevant source(s) farther back in the ranks). One simple explana-
tion for the significant improvement in results for the query category approach
is that a certain amount of collection filtering has taken place in the construction
of these authority resources, as evidenced by the number of collection profiles
present in these authority resources (Table III). Hence fewer nonrelevant col-
lections are present that could dilute the performance of the candidates the
system delivers (i.e., less than IDEN). The lesson we have learned is that by
including the user earlier in the decision loop, it may be possible to eliminate
subsequent iterations of user—system interaction.

Category-fielded query submission has been available in our production en-
vironment for over a year. If client usage is an indication of improved user
access and system performance, the category approach greatly surpasses that
of its predecessor. Usage of the new utility has increased to nearly 5000 queries
per day. By contrast, the previous system, IDEN, averaged roughly 800 queries
per day. More recently, usage of the primary authority resources, W PUB and

17The only difference that exists between the two systems is that the new system marshals an
expanded acronym expansion facility that was unavailable in the production IDEN system.
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W GOV, has placed them among the top 1% most used collections of the more
than 15,000 available on Westlaw.

6. DISCUSSION

This early user interaction approach, leveraging categorized queries, is viewed
as a complement to existing collection selection techniques. It harnesses certain
special query types and has the ability to exploit them more effectively. The
approach accomplishes this by offering a heightened role for users to assist the
system in its selection. Such increased user participation serves as the backbone
to a tool that fosters more user control in searches. In addition, a category-
fielded system appears to accommodate concrete, detailed queries better than
abstract or vaguely worded queries, at least with respect to those categories
in which queries are run against dedicated authority resources. Our studies
show that these specific queries represent two-thirds of all queries (Table I).
Of the remaining third, queries of a more abstract nature would be directed to
the remaining portion of the system, namely, to the “Issues” and “Other” paths.
These involve an even greater degree of user participation and thus would
introduce more subjectivity to any proper evaluations. We concluded that to be
conducted in a valid and rigorous manner, such evaluations were beyond the
scope of our resources. Thus the evaluations we performed focus on comparisons
between real user queries run against a central baseline database of collection
profiles and queries run against several category-based authority resources.
Although the results are by no means definitive, and are intended to be viewed
qualitatively as much as quantitatively, our results suggest that this approach
can help eliminate the diluted precision that can often occur with conventional
collection selection techniques. Furthermore, because of the specificity of many
of the categorized queries, improved precision may be achieved without the
expected compromise in recall, given that a complete result set is often found
in the top 20 ranks.

This categorized query approach may be more appropriate for proprietary
data environments like Westlaw or Dialog than for rapidly growing data envi-
ronments like the Web. Such authority resources are clearly easier to construct
for proprietary data environments where it is possible for human or automated
resources to approach comprehensive knowledge of the scope and focus of most
collections. Yet given that researchers have acknowledged the “black areas” of
(unindexed) data that exist on the Web, it may be possible to focus on some of
the most important resource areas of the Web as well—by leveraging this “au-
thority resource” approach. At the very least, it would be possible to generate
essential core terms or representations for document records in a Web environ-
ment from minimal metadata, even if one did not have complete access to an
entire indexed database. This is where our approach has potential advantages
over common database selection indexing methods.18

18Our approach also shares characteristics with the traditional library science approach in which
researchers are directed to the appropriate type of resource (e.g., journal or dictionaries) based on
the expression and analysis of their information need [Bopp and Smith 2000].
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Another issue we have had to address involves the overlap of our query cat-
egories (Table I). A user-oriented system ideally needs to be sufficiently robust
to deliver the same relevant collections to users regardless of the query cate-
gory they select, as long as it is a reasonable selection. For this reason we have
also tested our system using similar information needs entered through mul-
tiple category paths. For example, if someone enters “New Mexico Bankruptcy
Procedures” via either the Source category (New Mexico) or the Practice Area
category (Bankruptcy), they should expect to end up with similar paths to rel-
evant collections; likewise, if someone enters “Canadian Environmental Law”
through either the Practice Area category (Environmental Law) or Geographic
category (Canada), they should encounter similar sets of relevant collections.
We have found that the most relevant or “on point” collections do reliably ap-
pear in such scenarios. Differences do exist, however, with marginally relevant
collections. Yet it is an open question what utility such marginal collections
would actually contribute, given the high degree of scrutiny professional users
exercise.

It would also be interesting to investigate user performance when providing
only IDEN’s collection ranking, in order to determine how useful its singular
collection selection mechanism is, without the additional processing developed
to support the categorized approach (described in Section 4). We are pursuing
internal assistance to simulate such an evaluation.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that by permitting users to collaborate with an information
finding system, users can achieve high-precision results effectively without the
need for more computationally expensive mechanisms. Our approach is com-
putationally inexpensive insofar as it relies on relatively modest authority re-
sources that consist of databases containing on the order of tens of thousands of
concise collection profiles. Such front-end handling can contribute significantly
to the efficiency of large online systems with hundreds of thousands of users
and tens of thousands of data sources.

The research presented in this article is novel in several respects.

—It is completely motivated by actual information needs expressed by users in
the particular domain;

—In several instances, the assumptions made in the development of this query-
category-based model have been validated through the direct involvement of
domain experts, library scientists, and legal practitioners;

—This model attempts to bridge the divide that has long existed between com-
putationally exhaustive systems deficient of any user—system interaction
and information theories that stress the ongoing role of the user in search
strategies.

Our results are not inconsistent with Park’s [2000] findings: that more user
input is important in large environments with distributed data, that distinct
database characterization can assist users with choices for integration, and
that certain users prefer control over their database selection processes. These
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findings also call into question the assumption that interaction with merged
data is most effective. We view what have evolved into conventional collection
selection techniques as complementary second-pass approaches to data-finding
resources. Our longer-term view is to integrate such approaches into a suite of
collection selection resources, both conventional and domain-driven. It would
ultimately be up to users to determine which approach will be most appropriate
for a given information need. Over time and with experience, they will best be
able to judge, based on the granularity and context of the query, what would be
the most reasonable approach (or utility) to invoke. In general, our methodology
demonstrates how a user-centric approach can lead to long-term user satisfac-
tion and search efficiency in a computationally inexpensive first-line-of-attack
manner. The extent to which this approach is generalizable to nonprofessional
domains remains an open research question.

The chief obstacles to developing a user query category-based system are
the initial time required for query analysis and the domain expertise re-
quired for the design of the authority resources. In addition, managing up-
dates in a rapidly growing data environment can also pose considerable
challenges.

8. FUTURE WORK

As a result of our preliminary query analysis, we plan to add at least two addi-
tional query categories to our user resources, including Financial and Publisher,
both of which arose directly from our query investigation work. Although Fi-
nancial was a category included in our initial analysis, because it represented
less than 2% of the total queries, it was not addressed in the preliminary sys-
tem. Yet given large volumes of queries being submitted to a database selec-
tion system, even 1% of the total volume can represent, in absolute terms,
a significant number of additional users being satisfied. We also plan on ad-
dressing issues related to query granularity and precision by creating regional
contextual filters of existing authority resources. With this approach, users in
the European Union, for example, will default to a different set of data au-
thority resources than users in Australia and New Zealand, unless they indi-
cate a preference for a broader nonregional view. This will require additional
evaluations based on queries run against each individual region-specific data
set. We intend to combine this approach with conventional collection selec-
tion and language modeling techniques to provide a seamless integrated array
of information-finding tools. The particular utility a user selects would likely
be decided by the nature of the query, for instance, whether it is abstract or
concrete.

We are also examining the prospects for deriving user query categories auto-
matically, using a clustering algorithm similar to what Xu et al. used when har-
nessing language modeling techniques for the collection selection problem [Xu
and Croft 1999; Karypis 2002]. It remains unclear how satisfactory machine-
generated classifications would be to users in specific professional domains.
There may be room, however, for introducing a human in the loop to supervise
the types of clusters that are being formed.
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APPENDIX

A. INSTRUCTIONS TO DOMAIN EXPERTS FOR QUERY CATEGORY
DETERMINATION TASK

You are being asked to develop categories for a few hundred sample user in-
formation requests. The queries come from the existing database selection
system (IDEN). This should take you roughly a couple of hours. If it takes
longer than that, you may be thinking too hard. Included below are some
suggestions.

—To help categorize the request, you might first ask yourself, “What type of
terms did the user enter?”

—If you are unable to categorize the type of terms, or if that doesn’t provide
enough detail, you might ask yourself, “What kind of information will provide
an adequate response to this request?”

—Feel free to develop categories that go beyond document type. You could use
a combination of the type of request and the suggested type of material. For
example, if the user’s search was for 42 USC 1395nn, you could characterize
that as “Citation to a specific document”—which could be more helpful than
categorizing the request as simply “Statute” or “document citation.”

—If you can’t determine what a user is looking for, or even what type of in-
formation could answer the question (e.g., the term or concept is completely
unknown), it is acceptable to conclude that you simply don’t know.

—Our objective is to arrive at a reasonable number of categories, a set a user
could look through and choose a category from without spending a lot of time
to find the “correct” one.

—Given this decidedly finite number of sample requests, your list of categories
may not be exhaustive. Do not be too concerned that after having worked
through the list, you note that some significant category of information re-
quest is not represented. Please include it, given your knowledge about the
domain and these types of requests.

APPENDIX

B. TYPICAL LEGAL PRACTICE AND RESEARCH AREAS

(1) Administrative Law (11) Communications & Media Law
(2) Admiralty & Maritime Law (12) Constitutional Law
(3) Agriculture Law (13) Construction Law
(4) Alternative Dispute Resolution (14) Criminal Law
(5) Antitrust & Trade Regulation (15) Cyberspace Law
(6) Banking & Finance Law (16) Education Law
(7) Bankruptcy Law (17) Election Campaign & Political Law
(8) Business & Commercial Law (18) Employment Law
(9) Business Organizations (a) Employee

(10) Civil Rights (b) Employer
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(19) Energy Law (34) Litigation & Appeals
(20) Entertainment, Sports, & (35) Military Law

Leisure Law (36) Native Peoples Law
(21) Environmental Law (37) Natural Resources Law
(22) Estate Planning (38) Personal Injury
(23) Ethics & Professional (a) Defense

Responsibility (b) Plaintiff
(24) Family Law (39) Probate & Estate Law
(25) Gaming Law (40) Products Liability Law
(26) Government Agencies & (41) Professional Malpractice Law

Programs (42) Real Estate Law
(27) Government Contracts (43) Science & Technology Law
(28) Health, Medicine, & Health (44) Securities Law

Care Law (45) State, Local, & Municipal Law
(29) Immigration & Naturalization (46) Taxation Law

Law (47) Toxic Torts
(30) Insurance Law (48) Transportation Law
(31) Intellectual Property Law (49) Workers’ Compensation
(32) International Law (50) Year 2000 (Y2K) Law
(33) Labor Law

APPENDIX

C. SAMPLE USER—SYSTEM INTERACTION FOR PRACTICE AREA QUERY

Fig. C.1. Westlaw welcome screen and link to DBS prototype.
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Fig. C.2. DBS prototype, initial screen.

Fig. C.3. DBS prototype, regional screen.
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Fig. C.4. DBS prototype, topical screen.

Fig. C.5. DBS prototype, topical selection screen.
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Fig. C.6. DBS prototype, subdirectory screen for selected practice/research area.

Fig. C.7. DBS prototype, final user-selected database entry point.
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